FEIS Comments on Kealia Mauka received via email yesterday 25JUL 19 and today 26JUL19

42 Total: 41 against the development and 1 against Mauna Kea!

Chill Root (Kainoa Colipano) - oppose
Courtney Teves - oppose
Kaylee Silva - oppose
Erica Taniguchi – oppose
Kainoa Munoz - oppose
Kaimana Cummings – oppose
Maria Clark - oppose
Cory Keoki – oppose
Sophia Rodriguez – oppose
Kirra Aguilar – oppose
Kela Wood – oppose
Mark Henley – oppose
John Harder – oppose
Sierra Shigematsu – oppose
William Caraway – oppose
Sherry Pollock – oppose
Jodi F – oppose
Jana-Lynn Kolo – oppose
Bruce Allyn – oppose
Ailanna1519 – oppose
Toi Pua La’ a Norwood– oppose
Taylor Garcia – oppose
Dawn Kawahara – oppose
Barbara Wiedner – oppose
Jane Campos – oppose
LifeWithEkolu – oppose
Heather O’Donnell – oppose
Kelli Garcia – oppose
Faith Blalock – oppose
Mary Mulhall – oppose
Sandra Herndon – oppose
Richell Oshiro –oppose
Sally Jo Manea – oppose
Tyler Frost – oppose
Rebecca Miller – oppose
Lahela Naea – oppose
Kiyannie Sabley – oppose
Kirra Jaquis – oppose
Larry Heller – oppose
Kaylee Silva – oppose
Diane de Vries – oppose
Karin Medigovich – opposed to Mauna Kea